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When money-launderers launder, they don’t keep the
money. That money belongs to the criminal syndicates &
corrupt foreign nationals who made it.  
The launderer only gets his/her fee - a cut of the overall
take. That’s how it works. /1
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Dear MSM press, 
Here's a second tip. 
1. Individuals who wash blood money clean, only get a small cut 
of the overall take...

581 3:44 AM - Jul 10, 2017

407 people are talking about this

2/ Think of money-launderers like real estate agents or brokers. When you sell your

house, they don’t keep all the money for facilitating the sale. They get a % of the take. 

Now imagine the same person is buying and selling the home.  

You’re selling it to yourself...

3/ The agent & broker still only get their fee. It’s not their money or their home.

Those things are yours. 

So, who are you? Why would you buy a house from yourself? 

Because the money is dirty. It’s covered in illegality, & that transaction “washes” it -

hides its origins...

4/...so that you - the criminal - can spend it without law enforcement coming after

you. 

Because when/if they do, they’ll take the money.  

Money-launderers help protect your criminal profits from seizure & enable you to

use/spend it. 
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Lots of mentions of money-laundering in MSM.  
Finally.  
But, just to say the words make it sound so "rich people crime" 
instead of ORGANIZED CRIME.  
So, here are the main profit centers for blood money washed 
clean through high-end real estate.

1,939 4:41 AM - Jan 17, 2018

1,857 people are talking about this

5/ Americans need to grasp the basic tenets & mechanisms of this criminal world. We

don’t teach it in school, unless one goes into law enforcement - & even then, you’d

have to specialize in financial crimes of criminal syndicates. 

So, the education falls on press & open hearings.

6/ It begins with the basic question asked in the imbedded thread above, & flows

from there:  

1. “What kind of money needs to be laundered?” 

 

2. Then repeated this way: “How is that money made - what are the crimes behind

it?”

7/ 3. “What are the SIZE of the criminal profits? How MUCH blood money requires a

money-launderer to clean it?”  

 

4. Repeated this way: “What kind of money are we talking about, where the money-

launderers fee alone acccumulates into the billions?” 

 

And finally...

8/ 5. “What are the kinds of criminal operations that can produce that level of

profits?” 

 

Once those concepts are grasped, then we get into the vehicles used for laundering

that kind of money. And a global real estate brand just might top the list. 

-end- 

How Money Laundering Works
Money laundering basics include making illegally-earned money look like it came
from a legal source. Get money laundering basics on this page.

https://money.howstuffworks.com/money-laundering1.htm
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